SPEAKING IN TONGUES

We have so polluted, and so contaminated our ordinary human speech by the use of which we have put it; gossip, fowl stories, dishonesty, lies, vanity, etc., that Adonai must give us a whole new language pure and undefiled as a worthy instrument of our worship, praise and communication with Him. Dad gave us our everyday language for everyday menial use. He made available, to those who are willing to pay the price, a special pure language that He understands, and allows some of us to understand, with the guidance of His Spirit. A special utterance that, if truly guided by the Spirit of Yah (YHVH), is edifying, uplifting, educational, and constructive. A private language between us and the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. One cannot, lie, exaggerate, gossip, or speak vainly when speaking in the true tongues lead by the Holy Spirit, a vessel of pure gold consecrated for the worship of El Gibor (Mighty YHVH). We are all born into the family of YHVH “tongue tied”. Our tongue is tied to our mind with all its limitations, that which our mind has previously conceived of. And meanwhile, our spirit, that part of us that was made to communicate with the Holy Spirit of YHVH, is left bound and dumb. We remain tongue tied so to speak until we release our control of it from the control of our mind and allow it to be controlled by the power of Adonai through His Holy Spirit, as “rivers of living water”. Your poor, bound spirit, which all your life has remained a prisoner of silence, is given a voice to communicate with the Spirit of Adonai. It is made free to express the truth of the love within you.

There are two types of speaking in tongues. Speaking in tongues for personal and group communication and edification, and speaking in tongues of foreign languages.

A. SPEAKING IN TONGUES FOR EDIFICATION

Speaking in tongues is the outward expression, or proof, that one has been Baptized in the Holy Spirit. Speaking in tongues is mentioned 22 times in the bible. The phrase “speaking in tongues” comes from the Greek word “glossalalia” and can be described as being in “overdrive”.

It is important to understand that true outward obedience to Yah’s commandments and righteous living is the only way one can be assured they are Holy Spirit lead, and as they say “the proof is in the pudding”. Obedience cannot be
counterfeited, obedience can only happen after receiving a new heart and mind. Obedience/faith is obvious only after being truly born again, and truly lead by the Spirit. We are to be lead “only in Spirit and in truth”.

Speaking in tongues is a gift from Adonai. There are many benefits for individuals if this is done according to scripture. It is a private manifestation of a gift, unless it is done in public with someone who interprets tongues. It should never be used in public if no one is present to interpret. 1Corinthians speaks clearly of the benefits of speaking in tongues, and says not to refuse speaking in tongues. 1Cor. 14:39 Therefore, my brethren, desire earnestly to prophesy, and do not forbid to speak in tongues.” Many immature Believers are afraid of this gift and therefore never receive it, as stated in James 4:2b “You do not have because you do not ask” “We receive not” because we “ask not”, that is the reason why so many Believers don’t receive the gift of tongues.

There is a verse in 1Corinthians that many mis-informed people use to try and prove the idea that the gift of tongues was done away with. 1Cor. 13:8 “Love never fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be done away; if there are tongues, they will cease; if there is knowledge, it will be done away” If you look closely you will see that in this verse the gifts supposedly done away with include the gift of knowledge. Obviously knowledge has not been done away with, so neither is tongues, or prophecy.

The most powerful personal prayers are done in tongues, when our spirit only, prays with the Holy Spirit, to Yahveh. This is when our true inner-most feelings are revealed to Yahveh, because we cannot control what is being said. If our soul is being heavily influenced by our spirit, the way it should be, then, when we speak in tongues, we reveal what should be prayed for. 1Cor. 14:14 “For if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays, but my mind is unfruitful.”

In 1Cor. 14:2,4 “For anyone who speaks in a tongue does not speak to men but to Yahveh. Indeed, no one understands him; he utters mysteries with his spirit” in verse 4 “He who speaks in a tongue edifies himself”

James 3:7-8 “For every species of beasts and birds, of reptiles and creatures of the sea, is tamed, and has been tamed by the human race. But no one can tame the tongue; {it is} a restless evil {and} full of deadly poison.” In this verse we are told how uncontrollable our tongue is, and we all know what kind of trouble it can get us in. It is when we give control of the most uncontrollable part of us to the Father that we prove to Him how much we truly love Him. It is when we put our tongue on the table, so to speak, that Elohim knows that we are serious about being used in His ministry. When we give control of our tongue to the Holy Spirit we are giving control of what usually controls our body, which in turn influences our soul. That is proof to the Holy Spirit that we are truly willing to learn and share ourselves intimately, and are willing to be lead in the spirit.

Speaking in tongues is also a sign for unbelievers. 1Cor. 14:22 “So then tongues are for a sign, not to those who believe, but to unbelievers; but prophecy {is for a sign} , not to unbelievers, but to those who believe.”

The Corinthians spoke in tongues, yet were sexually perverse. Just because you speak in tongues, doesn’t mean you can’t be deceived.
It is extremely important to mention here that like almost everything else that is made possible to true Believers, speaking in tongues is regularly counterfeited by the spirit of the “false prophet” in Satan’s realm. It is too often accepted that because one is speaking in tongues that one is holy, but this is not at all the case. With the widespread deception taking place in many of our Christian churches, one must beware of whether the utterance is holy and speaks of respect for “The” God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, or is speaking of simply a counterfeit god. I believe because of all the deception and pagan practices that have crept into the churches since Pentecost, it is safe to say that it is not likely that the Holy Spirit is truly present in most Christian buildings called churches. In my opinion, at least 90-99% of the “speaking in tongues” commonly heard today is fraudulent, without the person even knowing they are being defrauded. I don’t believe it is possible for our churches to follow the symbols, festivals, dates, rituals, and practices of the Roman/Babylonian gods and goddesses of heathen worship of the sun god Baal, and have the presence of the true Spirit of the Holy Spirit in them. It is not possible to have ones roots in both spiritual realms. The artificial revivals supposedly taking place in various parts of the world are perfect examples of the counterfeit spirits artistic works manifesting throughout the Christian sect of society. The only way one can be absolutely sure whether the speaking in tongues is of the Holy Spirit or of the false prophet spirit is by receiving an interpretation of what is spoken. This interpretation, I believe, can only be done by a “TRUE BELIEVER”.

B. SPEAKING IN TONGUES OF OTHER LANGUAGES

The 3,000 people who gathered together at Pentecost were given the temporary ability to speak in other tongues/languages so that they could communicate among themselves. At this event, there were people present from all 16 of the countries, and Adonai made it possible for them all to receive the understanding of His Holy Spirit. What took place in this particular event should not be confused with the speaking of tongues that is talked about elsewhere in our book. This speaking in tongues talked about in Acts 2:7-13 was the ability of the people there to communicate with the individuals gathered in their various languages of the sixteen established tribes of that time. It was a special gift
Acts 2:6-12
“And when this sound occurred, the multitude came together, and were bewildered, because they were each one hearing them speak in his own language. And they were amazed and marveled, saying, “Why, are not all these who are speaking Galileans? “And how is it that we each hear {them} in our own language to which we were born? “Parthians and Medes and Elamites, and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the districts of Libya around Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs — we hear them in our {own} tongues speaking of the mighty deeds of Yahveh.” And they all continued in amazement and great perplexity, saying to one another, “What does this mean?” This was not the same speaking in tongues referred to in many other parts of the book of Acts, it was a specific gift for a specific situation.

There is much confusion about the tongues referred to in Paul’s words in Corinthians. Here Paul actually talks about two types of speaking in tongues. 1Cor. 14:21-23 “In the Law it is written, “BY MEN OF STRANGE TONGUES AND BY THE LIPS OF STRANGERS I WILL SPEAK TO THIS PEOPLE, AND EVEN SO THEY WILL NOT LISTEN TO ME,” says Adonai. So then tongues are for a sign, not to those who believe, but to unbelievers; but prophecy {is for a sign}, not to unbelievers, but to those who believe. If therefore the whole church should assemble together and all speak in tongues, and ungifted men or unbelievers enter, will they not say that you are mad? The first tongues He is referring to (by the lips of strangers), was the ability for strangers to communicate with others in their own language, and the second part talks about the more common type of tongues.

Acts 2:5-13 “Now there were Jews living in Jerusalem, devout men, from every nation under heaven. And when this sound occurred, the multitude came together, and were bewildered, because they were each one hearing them speak in his own language. And they were amazed and marveled, saying, “Why, are not all these who are speaking Galileans? “And how is it that we each hear {them} in our own language to which we were born? “Parthians and Medes and Elamites, and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the districts of Libya around Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs — we hear them in our {own} tongues speaking of the mighty deeds of Yahveh.” And they all continued in amazement and great perplexity, saying to one another, “What does this mean?” But others were mocking and saying, “They are full of sweet wine.” Notice it doesn’t say they were speaking in other languages, it says "they were hearing them" speak in other languages. The miracle here could be that Yah was revealing to each person’s ears in their own language even though it may have been a unknown language.

The failure to understand that there are several types of speaking in tongues has caused much argument and dissension among Believers since the early 1900’s.

PRAYING IN TONGUES
Praying in tongues has three basic advantages over other praying.
First When we pray in an unknown tongue, we are not speaking to men, but to
Yahveh. That is a tremendous privilege.

**Second** We are speaking things our minds do not understand. We are speaking mysteries, sharing Yahveh's secrets.

**Third** As we do this we are edifying (recharging), ourselves, building ourselves up. Many people never speak in tongues (receive the infilling of the Holy Spirit), until they repent and ask forgiveness for previous involvement in the cults and occults.

In Acts 2:4 it states “And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other tongues, as the spirit was giving them utterance.” This states clearly that ALL were baptized in the Holy Spirit and ALL were speaking in tongues. This is proof that when a person is baptized in the Holy Spirit he automatically speaks in tongues. If the person cannot speak in tongues it simply means he has the spirit inside him but the Spirit hasn’t got enough influence on his spirit and soul because there is resistance, something is being held back. In Acts 19:6 “And when Paul laid his hands upon them, the Holy Spirit came on them, and they began speaking with tongues and prophesying”

I have personally come to the conclusion that people ask for and receive the Holy Spirit if they are truly willing to “jump off the cliff”, if you will, or make that “leap of faith” that puts everything into Adonai’s hands. The Holy Spirit may be in you for days, months or many years, but until it works from within and takes over your spirit, you can’t be baptized in the spirit. When you allow the Holy Spirit within you to have dominion over your spirit and you verbally ask to be baptized in the Holy Spirit, you will often receive the baptism with the fruits, gifts, authority, and power of the Holy Spirit. It also often comes if you have an anointed spirit filled person lay hands on you for the infilling. The physical proof or manifested outward
expression that you have received the Baptism Of The Holy Spirit is speaking in tongues.

In Acts 10:46 it states “And there could be no doubt about it for they heard them speaking in tongues and praising Yahveh” This backs up the thought that speaking in tongues is proof of Baptism Of The Holy Spirit.

Speaking in tongues is said to be the way to recharge your spiritual batteries (spiritual edification). People who speak in tongues can do so “at will”. The more you speak in tongues the better.

I have found that you can read and interpret the Bible while you are speaking out loud in tongues. I believe this is possible because it is the spirit communicating, and therefore you can still concentrate and comprehend with your mind, other things you may be doing. It is also quite common to speak in various different accents/sounds/tongues or languages.

Speaking in tongues is the only way your spirit and the Spirit of Elohim can communicate directly without the devil being able to interpret what is being said. Your spirit is actually praying through you. You have no control and don’t know what is being said, (unless you later ask the Holy Spirit to explain it to you), so it is the uncontrollable you, the real you, speaking directly to Yah. Your thoughts must be pure and authentic and you must truly love Yah to reach this point.

1Cor. 14:14-15 “For if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays, but my mind is unfruitful. What is {the outcome} then? I shall pray with the spirit and I shall pray with the mind also; I shall sing with the spirit and I shall sing with the mind also.”

Rom. 8:26 “And in the same way the Spirit also helps our weakness; for we do not know how to pray as we should, but the Spirit Himself intercedes for {us} with groanings too deep for words;”

Some people have been known to pray in tongues while they are sleeping, as in Song of Songs 5:2 “I sleep, but my heart waketh,” and in Lev. 6:13 it creates a picture of the Holy Spirit on the altar of the Believers heart, a fire burning night and day. “The fire shall ever be burning upon the altar; it shall never go out”

The Holy Spirit in you never quits praying, Eph. 6:18 “Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the spirit” You may not be able to physically pray steady, but the Holy Spirit in you, can. You can quench the spirit in you, but of course you shouldn’t. 1Ths. 5:17 “pray without ceasing” and 19 “Quench not the spirit” Rather you should build up the fire of the Holy Spirit as in 1Tim. 4:14 “Fan it up again, make it blaze, don’t neglect the gift that is in you”.

PRAYING IN--WITH THE SPIRIT

It is ultimately important to allow the Holy Spirit to guide us in prayer. Rom. 8:26-27 “And in the same way the spirit also helps our weakness; for we do not know how to pray as we should, but the spirit himself intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words; and he who searches the hearts knows what the mind of the spirit is, because
he intercedes for the saints according to the will of Yahveh.” Our finite, limited minds do not have the words to pray what needs to be prayed sometimes, so one of the ways the Holy Spirit comes to our help is to pray through us, with groanings that cannot be expressed in words.

There are many in the church today who are truly born of Yah but who are not lead by Yah. They know the new birth, but they do not know that continuing relationship with the Holy Spirit that alone can enable them to live as mature sons of Yah. If you want Dad's best you must cultivate an ongoing relationship with the Holy Spirit as a part of Ha Shem. We must be respectful and sensitive toward the Holy Spirit. Paul says in Eph. 4:30-31 "And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of Yahveh, by whom you were sealed for the day of redemption. Let all bitterness and wrath and anger and clamor and slander be put away from you, along with all malice."

COUNTERFEIT TONGUES

As we all know, for every divine spiritual manifestation out there, there is a counterfeit. This can be said of speaking in tongues also. I can say with complete honesty that what is commonly called speaking in tongues in most of the so-called christian churches today, especially the charismatic type churches, is as artificial as a three dollar bill.

One must always remember that speaking in tongues can be easily counterfeited by the false prophet spirit. It is quite common to go to a Pentecostal charismatic type church service and find “supposed Believers”, speaking in false tongues, and demonic tongues together. Unless one has tholinesshe ability to interpret, it continually goes un-noticed among the people attending. In fact, the person doing it (intentionally or not), is mocking Adonai in His supposed house of worship. This is commonly accepted in the charismatic realm because it is thought that everything supernatural is from Yahveh, which is incorrect. In my opinion only about maybe 5-10% of what is commonly called tongues is genuine. In the christian churches it is almost unheard of. What would the Holy Spirit be doing in a pagan palace on a Sunday morning while the people worship another Messiah? The Ruach may come in with innocent individuals, but other than that why would He be there? he is not. The spirit these people are entertaining and in most cases is entertaining them, is the false holy spirit. They want deception, as the word says, and they get it big time (2Ths. 2:11-12).

Over the last 20-30 years we have seen tremendous focus put on praise and worship music in the christian churches. This is done simply because the pastors then have less work to do. They can sit back and let the, usually unpaid musicians, entertain the people with soul power music, rather than praise and worship music. The pastor has less to do and it seems we all love music, so it's thought to be a win win for everyone. During this supposed praise and worship music you will NEVER hear the real name
Yeshua or Yahveh/Yahweh mentioned. You will often hear words like: Jesus, Lord, God, Christ, and Amen, but you will rarely hear anything divine. Because of this lack of holiness in the churches, the charismatic witches and coven members from all over the country fit right in with the ignorant christians, raising their arms and hands and singing holy holy to their lord. What most don't seem to realize is that the lord of these witches is called lord, many also call him god, so they can freely sing and praise Satan among the christians without anyone even realizing what lord is being referred to. This is another major reason for people to use the divine name of Yeshua and Yah at any kind of fellowship. You will never hear a witch EVER say the name Yahveh or Yeshua in regards to praise, that you can be sure of. If these so-called churches had real pastors, the ground they stand on would be dedicated holy as per Acts 7:33, and things like this could never take place. Sorry for the rabbit trail here, but it is just so frustrating to see this taking place everywhere without these people even having a clue what they are into. It's sad to hear these people ask why their prayers are never answered, when the answers are so simple.

I think what is commonly called tongues today in the charismatic churches could be divided into three categories:

1) The first category consists of short bursts of "little tidbits, usually quite melodic in nature" that all sound alike. These people have heard this gibberish spoken from a so-called spirit filled pastors and they have memorized it. In this case they all sound the same, spoken at different times.

2) The second type is the absolute gibberish type that are again short bursts of one liners that they repeat over and over again. The people know it is not tongues, but pretend for those around them listening, that they are speaking in tongues. Personally I noticed a lot of this type being spoken at Jimmy Swaggart type assemblies to impress people.

3) The third type of false tongues is called enochian. The magical demonic language used in Satanic rituals is Enochian, a language thought to be older than Sanskrit. It resembles Arabic, Hebrew and Latin in some respects. There are nineteen Enochian “keys” or “calls” (magical chants) used in Satanic rituals. Enochian is simply words being spoken backwards. When this is done, it sounds like utterance of tongues, to those not knowledgeable.

It is common place for Satanists to be among charismatics in church, speaking loudly in “Enochian tongues”. Many times, those around them cheer them on, and accept this tongue as the real thing without having a clue what is being spoken. The reason of course that they do this is because the Satanists know that these loose charismatic churches don’t test the spirits, and usually don’t have anyone to interpret tongues. These Satanists, in fact, are in most cases cursing all those present and blaspheming the unnamed god of these churches.

I was once at an “Assembly of God” church where a man was hollering at the top of his lungs in demonic Enochian tongues, with others around him treating him as if he were some great prophet. They had no idea of the swear words that were pouring out of this charismatic witch, who truly thought he was a man of God. In most of these cases you don’t need much discernment to tell the sound of the demonic tongues as being very different from Holy Spirit lead tongues. Generally speaking, the best way I can describe one type of sound of demonic tongues is that they have a “metal sound” to them. Another
type often sounds similar to the heathen chanting being sung at Indian pow-wows, as the participants dance around a fire or demonic totem pole.

The Bible says we should not bother speaking in tongues in public unless we can interpret the utterance for all present. 1Cor. 14:19 “however, in the church I desire to speak five words with my mind, that I may instruct others also, rather than ten thousand words in a tongue.”

The Word of Yah is very clear about mixing things not being a good thing, (Lev. 19:19, Deut. 22:11). This usually applies to cloth, food, seeds, sex, or what have you. It usually results in sterility or freaks of nature, mutation, giants, as in the Nephilim, sons of God. You cannot mix the divine with the unclean, unholy, unless the Rauch Hakodesh is in control of the mixing.

TESTING TONGUES

If one is not sure of their own tongues as being from Yahveh, a simple prayer as follows should remove the doubt. “Adonai, I wish to serve you in purity and truth. If the tongues I have received are from Your Spirit then I thank you; if however they are not from you I reject and renounce them in the name of Yeshua my Messiah, and I ask you to take them away. I ask you, and I thank you, in Yeshua’s name”.

Another way to test if tongues are genuine is to ask the one speaking: “Who is the God you serve, is it Yeshua? Is Yeshua the Son of Yahveh?”

Anyone who truly speaks in tongues will tell you they can do so whenever they please, for as long as they desire, without any great repetition involved. This is something that most counterfeit christians can not do without it sounding very artificial. It becomes very obvious after only 10 or 20 seconds in most cases.

In the book of Isaiah there is a deep passage about speaking in false tongues, stammering lips. Isa. 28:11-13 “Indeed, He will speak to this people Through stammering lips and a foreign tongue, He who said to them, “Here is rest, give rest to the weary,” And, “Here is repose,” but they would not listen. So the word of Adonai to them will be, Order on order, order on order, Line on line, line on line, A little here, a little there,” That they may go and stumble backward, be broken, snared, and taken captive.”

Rom. 3:13-14 “THEIR THROAT IS AN OPEN GRAVE, WITH THEIR TONGUES THEY KEEP DECEIVING,” THE POISON OF ASPS IS UNDER THEIR LIPS”; “WHOSE MOUTH IS FULL OF CURSING AND BITTERNESS”;

The practice of speaking in tongues is for small groups, ministry, or private situations, and should simply not be accepted in a church service unless there is an interpreter present. Paul knew what He was talking about and He clearly warned us to not put up with this practice.

From a personal standpoint, I have used tongues many times when doing deliverance. It drives the demons absolutely crazy when you do this in the persons ear. It is an incredible weapon of warfare when used in such a way.
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